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Mission

“I consistently look 
forward to receiving 
Tennessee Home & 

Farm magazine. Your 
magazine brings home 

to us, and I cannot 
thank you enough!”

“I just want to compliment you on 
your beautiful publication. I always 

look forward to it. I have lived 
on a farm since I was 17, and my 
twin sons are still farming. There 

is nothing like seeing your labor of 
love grow to benefit the world.”

“We have been Farm Bureau 
members for many years.  

I read your magazine from 
cover to cover, love the stories 

of all the people and places,  
as well as the recipes.  

Many thanks.”

Nearly 1 in 4 households in Tennessee –  
more than 675,000 families – receive  
Tennessee Home & Farm magazine.

• Food & Recipes 

• Travel & Events 

• Home & Garden 

• Farms &  
Agritourism 

• Tennessee Living

OUR READERS INCLUDE 
Tennessee Farm Bureau 
members comprised of rural 
residents, suburbanites and  
city dwellers seeking 
information to enhance their 
way of living. Through this 
quarterly magazine, you can 
harness the buying power of our 
diverse readership in lucrative 
markets such as food, travel, 
agriculture, home and garden, 
and local lifestyle. Tennessee 
Home & Farm strives to connect 
all consumers with the food they 
eat and the Tennessee farmers 
who grow it. Reach a desirable 
market of active consumers 
through the beautiful pages of 
this award-winning publication. 

OUR READERS’ INTERESTS ARE PROPELLED BY:

Home    FarmTENNESSEE&



Audience Profile

Tennessee Farm Bureau Membership

111,831 
West TN

280,512 
East TN

283,391 
Middle TN

675,734
Tennessee Farm Bureau families receive the Tennessee 

Home & Farm print magazine four times a year.  

With pass-along readership, the publication reaches 

1.3 million people.

have an annual  
household income of 

$50,000-$100,000

33%

have attended 
college

46%

are ages 25-54

48%

of Tennessee Farm 
Bureau members 
are homeowners

90%

are married

58%

The fastest-growing 
segment of Tennessee 

Farm Bureau members 
live in the affluent 

suburbs of Tennessee’s 
major cities.

 25-34

 35-44 

 45-54 

 55-64

 65-74

 75+

Age  
Breakdown

14%

7%

17%

18%

15%

12% The website receives 

22,000 
visits per month.

The audience is a 
mix of male and 
female readers

55%
45%
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FRESH 

Regardless, we celebrate 
together. In 2005, by request  
of Congress, President George  
W. Bush proclaimed Cinco de 
Mayo an official U.S. holiday.

Shortly after moving to 
Tennessee, about 30 years ago, we 
met a friend of Mexican heritage 
who arrived here via his native 
Texas. He was determined to 
show us how to correctly make an 
exotic (to us!) food called fajitas. 
After shopping in every ethnic 
market, we still could not find  
the crowning glory, a special herb 
needed for our pico de gallo. We 
finally got a handful of cilantro  
at the kitchen entrance of the only 
non-fast-food Mexican restaurant 
in town. Our resulting feast 
opened our eyes to the wonderful 
possibilities beyond the bean 

burrito (not that I am knocking 
one of the most delicious and 
affordable meals on earth). 

Since that time, there has been 
a wave of delicious Mexican food 
across Tennessee. It has brought 
taco trucks to every pocket of our 
cities. And we all seem to have  
a secret guacamole or carnitas 
recipe. It’s fun to incorporate  
the traditional flavors with  
a few native Tennessee offerings.

The salsa verde recipe in  
this story brings together the 
expected tomatillos, peppers  
and onions with some fresh 
spring greens. It’s a bit lighter  
and brighter than the pale, thin 
traditional fare. After researching 
a few options, I settled on a boiled 
version. The peppers can be 
roasted, too, but this method  

is also delicious and so easy to 
clean up. While we often use salsa 
verde as a dip, this staple is 
typically used as an ingredient  
in cooking things like enchiladas. 
Adding it to guacamole brings 
out a whole new topping/dip that 
I am calling “guaca verde.” This  
is surely making purists cringe. 

Slaw adds the perfect crunch  
to fish tacos or carnitas. I added 
cilantro to make a creamy green 
dressing. The flavor is welcome  
to those in the pro-cilantro camp. 
We seem to either love cilantro or 
loathe it, so if you are in the group 
that thinks it tastes like soap, you 
can leave it out. 

For dessert, I concocted a 
margarita cupcake that combines 
limes and strawberries. I didn’t 
want to choose between them. 
This mashup (quite literally) is  
a salute to both. The bite of lime 
and the zip of salt blend well  
with the sweet berries. May  
is Strawberry Month. I remind 
myself of this every year to get the 
local sweeties while they are ripe.

SAYING “THE FIFTH OF MAY” DOESN’T SOUND NEARLY AS 
festive as “Cinco de Mayo.” The date signifies the defeat of the French Army at  
the Battle of Puebla on May 5, 1862. We sometimes confuse this observance with 
the concept of our own Independence Day. Cinco de Mayo seems to have gathered 
more momentum in California than in Mexico. The most important day of 
independence in Mexico is actually celebrated on Sept. 16 to commemorate the 
Cry of Delores, which resulted in Mexican independence from Spain in 1810. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mary Carter is a Tennessee-based food stylist, food writer 
and recipe developer. Whether baking her signature cookies 
for the farmers market or teaching cooking classes, she is 
dedicated to preparing delicious and beautiful food. 

Easy Carnitas (Pork Tacos)
Prep time: 15 minutes  Cook time: 3 hours   
Makes: 8 servings (4 cups carnitas filling)

Pork:
 2-3 pounds country-style pork ribs
 1/2 cup barbecue sauce or salsa
 1 tablespoon ground cumin
 1 tablespoon chili powder
 1 teaspoon onion powder

1. Heat oven to 300 degrees. In a small bowl, combine sauce  
or salsa, cumin, chili powder, and onion powder to create a rub. 
Pour over pork, turning several times until well coated.

2. Place in a roasting pan with a fitted lid, or cover with  
heavy-duty foil and seal well. 

3. Roast for about 3 hours, until fork tender. 

4. When slightly cooled, remove visible fat and shred. Mash together 
in the roasting pan to incorporate the juices and seasonings. 
Serve warm as carnitas (pork tacos) in warm flour tortillas 
topped with Creamy Cilantro Slaw, tomatoes and onion slices. 

Recipes and Food Styling by Mary Carter
Photography by Jeffrey S. Otto

MEXICAN-INSPIRED 
MENU CELEBRATES 

CINCO DE MAYO OR 
ANY OCCASION

Fixings: 
 warm flour tortillas
 Creamy Cilantro Slaw*
 cherry tomatoes, halved
red onion, sliced
*See recipe on next page

Fiesta
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Print, Digital and Online

Print Magazine
Tennessee Home & Farm 
connects members of the 
Tennessee Farm Bureau 
Federation – the largest in the 
nation – to Tennessee’s rural 
lifestyle, gardening tips, 
travel, events, farm-fresh 
recipes and more.

Digital Magazine
Viewable on both Apple and 
Android devices, the digital 
version is perfect for readers  
on the go, with the same  
high-quality content as the  
print version. Share with 
anyone, anywhere.

Website and  
Content Marketing
Reach an audience of engaged 
online readers seeking articles, 
events, contests and other 
content through our website, 
bimonthly emails and other  
social campaigns.

Tennessee Home & Farm  
reaches MORE TENNESSEE  
HOUSEHOLDS than  
Southern Living.  

Most of our readers read EVERY  
PRINT ISSUE distributed to them. 

Readers save each issue for an  
average of 3.7 MONTHS. 

83% OF READERS support an  
advertiser, share an article, visit a  
destination, or use a product as a  
result of reading the publication. 

69% pass their issues along to at  
least one other person.

FAST FACTS

PUBLISHED FOR MEMBERS OF THE TENNESSEE FARM BUREAU

Home    Farm
TENNESSEE& Summer 2019 

tnhomeandfarm.com 
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SPLASH
Making a

WHY A WORLD-CHAMPION 
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Q&A
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18%

15%

18%

20%

29%
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fungicides. A much better solution is  to plant a resistant or at least tolerant cultivar, and luckily several of those can be found.
Jason Reeves, the research horticulturist at the West Tennessee AgResearch and Education Center in Jackson, meant only to celebrate the diversity of this herb when he planted 53 varieties last spring. They were to  be part of Summer Celebration, an annual horticultural field day each  July attended by more than a thousand happy gardeners. These plants became an inadvertent trial when basil mildew threatened. Most held up through the 

depend solely on the desired flavor profile. Basil mildew is a disease that has been making terrible inroads on this plant that we once thought was  as easy to grow as coleus (to which it  is related). Since we tend to pick fresh basil to put directly into our summer foods, we don’t want to treat it with 

 Go Bold With BasilSummer herb offers strong, fresh flavor – and many varieties for gardeners to try
I CAN STILL REMEMBER A TIME when the only basil I knew was a  small jar on the spice rack, providing  a roughly ground dried leaf that I measured with a teaspoon and shook into Italian dishes. It almost hurts  to think of all the years that passed without the delightful flavor that fresh 

basil brings to my table. The vastly different flavors between store-bought and fresh have often caused me to wonder if they could even be from the same plant – and maybe they aren’t. With many different types of basil, each with their own unique taste, it  is entirely possible that the grocery store selections are not derived from the same cultivars as the fresh ones  I’ve grown over the years.Sweet basil, the one most commonly offered in garden centers, is likely to  be the first variety a gardener tries, though even the most generic outlets  are beginning to offer other basil cultivars such as Thai, Genovese or lemon. These are just a smattering  of the dozens of basil offered as seed from many garden catalogs, and an online search finds even more.Cultivar selection should no longer 

GARDENING

ABOUT THE AUTHORCarol Reese is a University of Tennessee Extension ornamental horticulture 

specialist who also assists with programs such as Master Gardener. She 

has horticultural degrees from Mississippi State University, where  

she taught plant materials and landscape design.  

Bunches 
of Basil

Which variety should you plant?
There are many features to consider when choosing basil for your garden. First is flavor, as some basil varieties loan themselves best to pesto, classic Italian or tomato dishes, and others 

to Asian cuisine. Also keep in mind plant habit (or shape) – from small globes to shrubby to tall, columned forms. Finally, there are ornamental features, such as purple or variegated foliage, or attractive reddish-purple flowering spikes. Here are Carol’s recommendations.For ornamental use: Spicy Globe, Pistou, Aristotle and Minette each offer  a dwarf-mounding habit with good flavor. Cardinal, Thai and Licorice feature attractive reddish-purple flowering  spikes. Purple Ruffles and Pesto  Perpetuo provide exciting foliage.For culinary use: We commonly associate basil with the classic Italian flavor, but sadly, the Genovese types are very susceptible to mildew. Try Amazel™ Basil or the small globe types, which  have surprisingly good flavor though can sometimes be more spicy. Thai types have a flavor profile with more licorice or anise. Look for Cardinal, Licorice and classic Thai. Lemon and lime basils are ones  I prefer to use on chicken or fish, and  not for tomato recipes.
Beware: Some basil varieties are pretty but not tasty! These may be used for medicinal teas. African Blue is a pretty garden plant that’s perfect for pollinators such as bees. I find the camphor flavor  too strong, but others seem to like it.

 Find our favorite basil recipes from pesto-stuffed shells to watermelon-basil ice at tnhomeandfarm.com/basil.

event, but within the next several weeks many plants were decimated, while others continued to produce vigorous foliage. While this was not  a true scientific trial with rigorous standards, it was indicative of those with resistance. A few cultivars emerged as the better bet for the home gardener, though only a very few basils developed in new breeding programs are said to be fully resistant. Others demonstrate infection to “a tolerable level.” Good air circulation, plenty  of sunshine and avoiding overhead watering are all ways to reduce  severity of symptoms as well.Easy-to-find seed varieties that performed admirably at the UT Gardens in Jackson included Purple Ruffle, Spicy Globe, Lemon, Licorice, Thai and Cardinal. There were several others, but these represent a variety  of flavor and form that make for an interesting mix. Also keep an eye out for Amazel™ Basil, a cultivar proven  to be resistant to the mildew issue. Though only propagated vegetatively, not by seed, it should be widely available, offered by Proven Winners.Start basil seed in good, porous potting soil or in the ground once soil warms. Seed should be only lightly covered with soil and kept moist but not too wet to avoid rotting. Ideally, it should be planted in full sun. Though basil can survive in partial shade or even on a sunny windowsill, it will  not develop a full flavor profile. Pinch the flowering tops often to develop more branching for maximum foliage, or allow some to flower, if you like, for the pleasure of the pollinators that adore basil blooms.  H  F&
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Print Ad Specs

Tennessee Home & Farm  
reaches MORE TENNESSEE  
HOUSEHOLDS than  
Southern Living.  

Most of our readers read EVERY  
PRINT ISSUE distributed to them. 

Readers save each issue for an  
average of 3.7 MONTHS. 

83% OF READERS support an  
advertiser, share an article, visit a  
destination, or use a product as a  
result of reading the publication. 

69% pass their issues along to at  
least one other person.

Only a full-page ad guarantees exclusivity on the page.
*Set your document up to the bleed size, keeping all images/text in live area.

BACK 
COVER

Back Cover
*Bleed: 8”w x 8.125”h
Trimmed to: 7.75”w x 8”h
Live area: 7.25”w x 7.75”h
(doesn’t trim on top)
Special size to accommodate 
mailing address and indicia.

Full Page
*Bleed: 8”w x 10.75”h
Trimmed to: 7.75”w x 10.5”h
Live area: 7.25”w x 10”h

FULL-PAGE
BLEED

Two-Page Spread
*Bleed: 15.75”w x 10.75”h
Trimmed to: 15.5”w x 10.5”h
Live area: 15”w x 10”h
(.25” gutter on each side) 

TWO-PAGE SPREAD

1/2 Horizontal
6.75”w x 4.5”h

1/2 
HORIZONTAL

2/3 Vertical Bleed
Bleed: 5.1875”w x 10.75”h
Trimmed to: 4.9375”w x 10.5”h
Live area: 4.1875”w x 9.75”h

2/3 
VERTICAL 

BLEED

Feature Jump
*Bleed: 15.75”w x 5.25”h
Trimmed to: 15.5”w x 5.125”h (doesn’t trim on top)
Live area: 15”w x 4.875”h (.25” gutter on each side) 

FEATURE JUMP 1/
3 

V
ER

T
IC

A
L

1/6 
VERTICAL

1/3 Vertical
2.125”w x 9.5”h

1/6 Vertical
2.125”w x 4.5”h

1/3 
HORIZONTAL

1/3 Horizontal
4.4375”w x 4.5”h

1/2 
VERTICAL

1/2 Vertical
4.4375”w x 6.5”h

1/6 
HORIZONTAL

1/6 Horizontal
4.4375”w x 2.1875”h
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Online Display Options

Website Display Ad Specs

Website Section Sponsorship  
Exclusive branding in one of the following categories:

• Agriculture 
• TN Living 
• Home & Garden 
• Travel 
• Food 

SIZES AND PLACEMENT: 

 Super Leaderboard for desktop (970x90),  
 tablet (728x90) and mobile (320x50)

 Top Medium Rectangle (300x250)

 Bottom Medium Rectangle (300x250)

Digital Magazine Sponsorship  
(Not Pictured) Exclusive branding for all digital magazines 
past and present
 
SIZES AND PLACEMENT:
•  Super Leaderboard (970x90)

•  Bottom Floating Banner (970x90)

•  Tablet Leaderboard (728x90)

•  Mobile Leaderboard (320x50) 
Four Creatives Required

For more info: email ads@jnlcom.com 
or visit the Ad Resource Center at: farmflavormedia.com/ads

SIZES AND PLACEMENT:

 Super Leaderboard (970x90) 
 Tablet Leaderboard (728x90) 
 Mobile Leaderboard (320x50) 

 Top Medium Rectangle (300x250)

 Bottom Medium Rectangle (300x250)
Three Creatives Required ( for premium visibility on all devices)

E-Newsletter Sponsorship  
Sent out monthly, one available per issue
 
SIZES AND PLACEMENT:
•  Super Leaderboard (970x90)

Home    FarmTENNESSEE&
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Submission Guidelines

•  The publisher is not responsible for enhancing advertisers’ digital 
files or resizing to match the ad space purchased.

 For aesthetic purposes, any ads submitted without a defined 
border [on a white background] will have a .25” rule added by 
the publisher to define the perimeter. A proof of the ad with the 
modification will be sent for reference. 

•  If any additional work is necessary or if files deviate from the size 
or specifications on this form, the files will be rejected and must 
be resubmitted. Please proof your ad carefully before  submission. 
Resubmitted files will be subject to a $50 processing fee.

•  Any extra charges incurred by the publisher due to problems 
with supplied files will be billed to the advertiser with a detailed 
explanation of the problem.

Supplied Files Policy

     http://www.jnlcom.com/ftp

Username: ads  

     Password: client

•   Upload files and complete the contact information form.  
Once files are uploaded, a message indicating a successful transfer 
will be posted. Detailed FTP instructions are available from your 
sales rep.

FTP

•  We do not provide a proof for ads submitted digitally. It is 
understood that the files are set up as the advertiser intended, were 
approved prior to submission and will output as supplied.

•  Please supply a color proof for content reference.
•  SWOP preferred.
•  Please note: The quality of materials is the responsibility   

of the supplier.

Proofing Policy

•  Compress your files into a single compressed, self-extracting file. 
We can only accept file sizes less than 10 MB.

•  Include business name, magazine name and ad size in your email 
message.

•  Email to ads@jnlcom.com.

Email

•  Submit as a high-resolution PDF (PDF/X-1a).

Submitted Print Ads

Rich Media/Animated Web  
Ad Specifications
• Formats: HTML5 or animated GIF

• Visit https://www.farmflavormedia.com/html5 for information 

on how to set up your HTML5 ad. Note its html file must be  

named index.html.

• 300 dpi resolution preferred

• GIF files: No larger than 200KB

• No Flash allowed

• Max Length: 15 sec

• Max Rotation: 3

• Linking URL provided separately

• 3rd-party click tracking: May include 1x1 counting pixel or code 

embedded in HTML5 script

Disks
•  We accept Mac-formatted CDs/DVDs. Please email    

all PC-formatted files.

•  We hold supplied disks until publication. If you would like your disk 
returned, submit a self-addressed stamped envelope. Allow 6 to 8 
weeks after publication for a returned disk.

** Please note: The accuracy and quality of materials is the 
responsibility of the supplier. Please proofread your ad before 
submission.** 

VISIT AD RESOURCE CENTER AT FARMFLAVORMEDIA.COM/ADS FOR MORE INFO

• Formats: JPEG image, PNG image, static GIF image or agency script

• 300 dpi resolution preferred

• Agency script must use https, not http

• No larger than 200KB

• 3rd Party Click Tracking: May include click tracking 1x1 pixel

Static Web Ads

** Please note: All ads should be high impact with a strong call-to-
action. The publisher reserves the right to ask for resubmission if 
creatives do not fit these requirements. 
3rd Party click trackers/controlling measurements are allowed.  
Please notify your sales contact if you intend to use a 3rd party 
click tracker so we can properly integrate the tracking mechanism 
and ensure proper delivery of your campaign. 

Home    FarmTENNESSEE&



2020 Publishing Calendar 

ISSUE EDITORIAL HIGHLIGHTS*
CLOSING DATE AND  
AD MATERIALS DUE IN HOMES

FALL 2019 

• Farm Focus: Apple Orchards
• Travel: Fall Foliage in Rural TN
• Made in TN: TN State Museum
• Recipes: Heirloom Desserts 

5/29/2019 9/1/2019

WINTER 2019-20

• Farm Focus: Agricenter International in Memphis
• Travel: Tennessee Civil Rights Trail
• Made in TN: Woodworking 
• Recipes: Cranberries 

8/30/2019 12/1/2020

SPRING 2020

• Farm Focus: Eggs
• Travel: TN Safari Park
• Made in TN: Farm-to-Table Trout
• Recipes: Bacon Beyond Breakfast

12/6/2019 3/1/2020

SUMMER 2020

• Farm Focus: Do You Know Dairy?
• Travel: Children’s Museums
• Made in TN: U-Pick Peaches
• Recipes: Dairy Products

2/28/2020 6/1/2020

*Editorial subject to change.

FARM FLAVOR
MEDIA

725 Cool Springs Blvd., Suite 400
Franklin, TN 37067 
(615) 771-0080 
Toll-free: (800) 333-8842 
Fax: (615) 296-0461
farmflavormedia.com

Bob Midles
bmidles@farmflavormedia.com
(615) 771-5567
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